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WITNESS STATEMENT

Criminal Procedure Rules, r27.2; Criminal Justice Act 1967, s.9; Magistrates' Courts Act 1980, s.5b

Statement of: GRANT, SIMON

Age if under 18: (if over 18 insert 'over 18') Occupation: FIRE OFFICER

This statement (consisting of 5 page(s) each signed by me) is true to the best of my knowledge and belief
and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have wilfully
stated in it anything which I know to be false, or do not believe to be true.

Signature: S.GRANT Date: 30/11/2017

Tick if witness evidence is visually recorded 0 (supply witness details on rear)

This statement refers to the fire that occurred at Grenfell Tower.

I am the above named Fire Fighter attached to Red Watch at Park Royal Firestation where I've been

posted for the last seven years. My crew and I ride a pump ladder engine appliance call sign G291 and I

am part of the initial Breathing Apparatus (BA) team. Approximately within the last six months prior to

this incident, I received training in tackling fire in a high rise block. This consisted of a power point

presentation and a practical exercise using the simulation tower at Wembley Fire Station. I was

considered competent after I received this training. I've had no previous experience in fighting a fire in a

high rise block of flats.

Grenfell Tower is a residential tower block that has twenty four floors. Our point of entry onto the site

was on the tower side opposite to the Child's playground. Positioned on the front side of the tower is an

entrance/exit point. Outside the front of the entrance is a walk way and a square. If you stand and face this

side of the tower, there is a leisure centre to the right. Within the tower is one stairway that leads to all the

floor landings. Prior to this incident, I have never been to Grenfell Tower and I am unfamiliar with the

layout and names of surrounding roads. I would like to mention my crew who were on duty at the time of

the fire: Fire Fighter Gary MOORE (Driver of G291), Fire Fighter Jim POWER (Spare) and Fire Fighter

Joe WORLEY (BA). In charge of the watch was Watch Manager Phil TURSKI.
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On Tuesday 13th June 2017 I was on night duty with my crew starting at 8pm at Park Royal Fire Station.

It was a relatively quiet night and I spent the beginning of my shift going to the gym and waiting for calls

to come in. On Wednesday 14th June 2017 between lam - 1.15 am, I was alerted to the dispatch lights and

bells going off. I quickly attended the watch room where I retrieved the call slip that prints off the

information of the incident. Call slip printouts normally consist of a few paragraphs but on this occasion,

the call slip was considerably long. The call slip stated there was a major fire at a tower block in Grenfell

Estate and that twenty pumps had been allocated. Having at least twenty fire engines allocated to one call

suggested to me that this was a major incident.

My crew and I got all our gear, boarded G291 and were ready to leave shortly after. I handed the call slip

to TURSKI and using the grid references, I started to direct the crew with an atlas. I did not obtain

information from the mobile data terminal as TURSKI would have been using it on the way to the fire.

Grenfell Tower was off our patch and I was unfamiliar of the location of how to get there. Some members

of the crew had a rough idea on how to get that part of London and they started to take control of the

directions as we drove to the location on blue lights. I started to concentrate on getting my gear together, I

was not paying attention on the route we were taking but our direction of travel would have been the A40

from Park Royal to Grenfell Tower. I cannot remember what time it was but at some point driving on the

A40, I saw from a distance a high rising building on fire. I initially thought it was a construction site for a

new build as the flames as these types of locations go up rapidly. I was not expecting the high rise to be a

residential multi storey building as these calls are rare.

We could only see one side of the tower, but as we drove closer I could see the fire was more than five

floors high. The flames were bright orange and generating dark black smoke. Even though we were some

distance away, I could see the flames were growing. The speed in which the flames were travelling was

strange as they were heading upwards rapidly. The mood of the crew instantly changed. I remember

looking at Joe and without saying anything we both knew we going to something 'Big'.

We carried on driving on the A40 until we turned into a side road. It was not an easy straight forward

route as we took a number of turns before we came across a Fire Fighter who directed us where to park. I

cannot remember the name of the road or the time we arrived but we parked up on or two roads away

from Grenfell Tower. Also parked on our arrival, were more than five other fire engines. There was a lot

of activity going on with other crews getting their gear ready. We did not have a view of the tower from

where we had parked and TURSKI could not get any communication through the radio due to the amount
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of traffic that was going on. Joe and I put our BA gear on (leaving the mask off) and joined the melee of

other BA Fire Fighters who were walking towards the Tower. I was not wearing a thermal image camera

but I believe Joe was. Fire Fighters MOORE and POWER were tasked with something else. I do not

know if G291 was moved after we had parked up.

Joe and I walked a short distance off the street (approximately one minute away) and onto the walk way

that lead to a square near the front of the tower. This was our first muster point. I saw massive flames and

black smoke on the left side of the tower. The flames were starting from approximately the fourth floor

going up to the roof The flames were raging and were moving suggesting to me that it was a ventilated

fire. I have dealt with ventilated fires during my career but not to this scale. I became more vigilant and

switched on. There was falling debris landing on an aerial ladder platform (ALP) parked twenty metres

from the base of the tower. The ALP was manned by fire fighter who was spraying water on the flames.

This had little effect as the ALP could only reach the flames four to six floors above. There was little

options the ALP had as small bits of falling debris started hitting it. There was another ALP parked on the

grass nearby but I do not remember if it was being used.

To monitor the spread of the fire there would have been Fire Fighters tasked to watch all sides of the

tower. A trained Fire Fighter would be positioned on each side of the tower and they would relay

information on how the fire was spreading. I did not see all four sides of the tower but there was a watch

man monitoring the front side of the tower.

Whilst waiting in the muster, a fire fighter has told me look up when I saw a flashing light near the top of

the tower. The light was moving and blinking irregularly suggesting it was a person flashing it. My

general thought was how are we going to get to them? At that point an Officer (wearing a white helmet)

approached the muster of BA Fire Fighters and started to draft them into the tower. Joe and I had to wait

our turn as by now there were approximately thirty other BA Fire Fighters. There was only one

entrance/exit point into tower located on the front side. For the amount of Fire Fighters trying to get into

building, this caused delay.

Whilst waiting our turn, other Fire Fighters were coming out of the tower carrying casualties to the

paramedics who had gathered near us. The casualties were coming out in streams. Some of them looked

like zombies- covered with debris, injuries and burns. The less fortunate of the casualties were
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unconscious. I am not a medical expert, but in my opinion the ones I did see looked like they had

deceased.

I grabbed bottles of water and started handing them to the firefighters who were coming out of the tower.

At this point I lost all track of time. Joe and I with three other Fire Fighters from Wembley, were

requested to enter the tower.

We walked towards the front of the queue twenty metres away from the base of the tower. To avoid the

falling debris between us and the tower, the Fire fighter acting as a watch man signalled when it was clear

for us to run into the tower.

On his signal we've entered the tower through the entrance/exit and into the lobby where there were a

number of Fire Fighters being tasked by Officers. Joe and I with the three Fire Fighters from Wembley,

remained in the waiting area in the lobby awaiting to be tasked. I did not see the Bridge head or event

control. There were no alarms going off.

A number Fire Fighters were also coming out of the stairway. Some of them were taking off their gear to

cool themselves down from the heat they had been exposed to. The Fire fighters coming out were quickly

replaced by others going in. I could hear falling debris hitting the floor from outside. Casualties were

coming out of the stairway and were being directed to use the exit away from the falling debris. Some of

the Fire Fighters were give their helmets to children as they escorted them out of the tower. At some point

whilst waiting, event control had moved down and started to operate in the lobby. Soon after this

happened, my attention was taken by when a Fire fighter alerted to something that had fallen and landed

outside. I've looked over and saw what looked to be a human leg by the front entrance. The sight of the

leg did not phase me and I turned away and continued to remain focused.

We were then tasked by a Watch Manager called Louisa to deal with a survival guidance call. She

informed us a family of four were on the 15th or 18th floor and that we had to get them out. I cannot

remember the flat number. Joe and I with three Fire Fighters from Wembley, started to prepare to go in.

Eagar to get in, we put on our BA masks, pulled off out BA Tallies and started to hand them to Louisa. As

we done this, news came out that they were temporarily stopping BA Crews from going in. on hearing

this, we've taken off our Bas, re-inserted our tallies and continued to wait in the lobby. Whilst waiting,

officers wearing Extended Duration Breathing Apparatus (EDBA) were being requested. As neither of us
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were not trained to wear EDBAs, we were told to exit the tower via the second entry point located by the

children's playground.

With a bunch of other firefighters we were then moved the second muster point located sixty metres

outside the tower behind the children's playground where we continued to wait. It was hear that I saw the

flames had engulfed each side of the tower. The flames were raging up to the roof and I could see people

in the windows on the 91h floor. I grabbed an officer (wearing a white helmet) nearby to tell him what I

had saw. He informed me that was aware of it. I saw other Fire Fighters with a hose spraying water at the

flames on the tower side by the playground, but they could only put out the flames they could reach.

Whilst mustered at the children's playground, information came out that Standard Breathing Apparatus

(SDBA) was no longer required. At this point an officer requested assistance with casualty handling.

Keen to help and assist in anyway, Joe and I took off our BAs and assisted escorting casualties from

Police to the Paramedics who had gathered at a second area nearby. We escorted two casualties to

paramedics when we were informed Fire Fighters wearing SDBA were needed, again. We put on our Bas

and joined the queue of Firefighters waiting to go in the tower. Joe and I got to the front of the queue and

were escorted back into the tower by police under shields protecting us from the falling debris which now

varied in sizes from a brick to a fridge.

We were in the lobby where Joe and I teamed up with a Firefighter called Collin from Northolt. We were

tasked to assist an EDBA team with carrying 70mm hoses to the tenth floor. At this point there was light

smoke hovering in the lobby. The smoke was light but thick enough that it caused us to cough. This is

was an indication the fire was getting worse. The three of us put on our Bas, handed our tallies over and

followed the EDBA team up the stairway carrying the 70mm hose.

The stairway was cramped and narrow with lots of activity going on. There were no sprinklers going off

and I did not hear any alarms. We did not come across many casualties but Fire Fighters were still

running down as we were going up. There were hoses, thermal cameras and various equipment resting on

the stairs which made it difficult to walking up. Visibility was poor and the lighting was dim. There was a

light smoke hovering in the air which became thicker the higher you walked the stairway, I don't believe

a smoke management system was working as there was so much smoke within the building. There was so

much smoke it appeared that there was nothing to help the smoke escape. I am not aware of the reliability
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of the self-closing doors system within the tower but every time a landing door opened, thick smoke

would fill the stairway making the visibility worse.

Once we got to the tenth floor, the EDBA team went into the landing whilst the three of us remained in

the stairway. After a few minutes one of the EDBA Fire Fighters came out and asked if we could find a

dry riser that worked to connect the hose. The three of us tried three floors below but could not find a dry

riser that was working. We were then informed that dry riser at the bottom of the tower was charged but

there were issues with internal dry riser points within the tower — they were not releasing water. We

returned to the tenth floor where a member of the EDBA team informed us they had managed to find a

dry riser that was working.

From the point the three of us remained in the stairway to manage the hoses. This took a lot of effort and

effected our air supply. We did this for approximately twenty minutes before our BA air supply started to

run low. We wanted to stay and assist further but we had to reserve enough air for our decent down to the

ground floor, we informed the EDBA team that we were running low on air and started to make our way

down the stairs passing various Fire Fighters who were coming up.

We exited the tower, again escorted by Police under their shields. As we exited we were advised by an

officer to get refreshments. Joe and I went to get some refreshments and then went to find the rest of our

crew. After approximately twenty minutes of looking, we found MOORE and POWER who had been

tasked with equipment management. Joe and I did not go back into the tower. We remained with our crew

and assisted handing out equipment until we were stood down at midday. After being stood down, we

went to Paddington fire station where I made contemporaneous notes of what I had done/experienced

during the incident. Whilst at Paddington we also were given the option of speaking to the psychiatric

team. I did not witness anything traumatic and suffered no injuries or near misses. I then returned to Park

Royal fire station where I remained before going back on duty for the next night shift. The fire at Grenfell

Tower took days to be fully extinguished.

The scale of the fire was monstrous and the biggest I have experienced. Seeing a human limb on the floor,

the volume of casualties and the level of their injuries went beyond my current experiences as a fire

fighter.

The 'Stay Put' policy used to tell people if unsure (of where the fire is), the safest thing to do is stay in

your flat. The fire shouldn't come into your flat. This policy should work if compartmentalisation works
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and it was brought in to stop people from running out of the building. On the night of the incident, I do

not know who made the decision for the application of the stay put policy and I do not know who the

incident commander was. I do not know who made decisions during the incident but I am aware of the

decision making process. This is a flow chart where it asks questions and 'goes around in a circle.'

I do not know how the operational tactics where determined or how the decisional making structure was

established. I do not know who the commander was during the incident but I believe they were situated

by the Leisure Centre. The Command Unit come out to significant jobs (fire) and take control of the

incident. It takes over sending messages and getting appliances. They will liaise closely with the person in

charge of the incident. With a fire like Grenfell, the chain of command would have changed as the fire

progressed. As the fire grew and more appliances and resources are put in, the higher the level officer

would be in charge.

Looking back at the incident, there are a number of factors that would have assisted in Fire Fighters'

ability to fight the fire and rescue occupiers, a second entrance/exit point and the installation of a

sprinkler system. The only means of escape from fire was one stairwell with one entrance and exit. On the

night of the fire, a second egress exit/entrance had to be made by the LFB. A secondary exit entrance

point would have relieved the pressure of Fire Fighters coming in and out. An installation of sprinkler

system / suppression system would have supressed the fire preventing it from spreading rapidly.

On Thursday 3rd November 2017, a copy of the contemporaneous notes I had made at Paddington fire

station and a copy of the ARC form I completed were produced to me by DC VALDEZ. I acknowledge

that these were the notes I had made on the afternoon of 14th June 2017 and the ARC form I completed. I

exhibit the copy of the contemporaneous notes shown to me as SG/1 sealed and exhibit label

MPSZ10815261.

In addition to providing this statement, I also drew a plan of the site at Grenfell Tower that illustrates

where we mustered, point of entry onto the site and my point of entry into the tower itself. I exhibit this

drawing as SG/2 MP SZ10815262.

The two casualties that Joe and I escorted to paramedics were a male and female, both blacks in their 30s.

I cannot describe them in any more detail. I cannot remember or describe the casualties being carried out

by fire fighters, including those that I believed had deceased.
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